
The Pliant Orchestration Platform gives operations and
engineering teams simplified and streamlined ways to use
automation and orchestration more intelligently and
effectively throughout their environments. With its powerful
yet intuitive capabilities, the Pliant Orchestration Platform
unlocks new ways for teams to automate, integrate, and
connect their digital enterprises. 

Pliant has abstracted thousands of APIs from popular
vendor products. The resulting low-code ‘action blocks’
make it easy, fast and flexible for users to produce
whatever automated processes and workflows they need.
Users of all skill levels can create and deploy automation
across platforms, services, and applications in hours, not
days or weeks. 

Pliant customers typically experience faster resolution of
business challenges and accelerated time-to-market for
new services. They also benefit from lower administrative
overhead through centralized management. 

Pliant Orchestration Platform Overview
API-driven, low-code platform for automating, integrating, and
connecting your technology stack

Enterprises have used automation in their IT operations for decades. That’s why traditional automation
platforms, vendor-specific bundles, point solutions, and manual approaches are so prevalent today. 

It’s also why so many organizations looking to take automation to the next level are hitting roadblocks. Siloed
tactics aren’t enough, and building complex automation across organizational and technology boundaries isn’t
feasible with the standard tools and approaches. 

What’s needed is a fundamental shift to cross-vendor, cross-domain orchestration and automation. This
requires fast, easy, and flexible ways to generate new workflows and processes that also work with existing
automation investments. 

It’s how an enterprise can connect and integrate not just its tech stacks, but its entire business. And it’s
precisely what The Pliant Orchestration Platform delivers.   

The Solution

Automate

Tasks and workflows to enable
true digital transformation

Integrate

Infrastructure and applications to
deliver a seamless experience

Connect

Data and processes to accelerate
innovation and drive value

Get a jumpstart on building efficiencies into your
organization so you can focus on delivering a world-class
customer experience. Contact our team to discuss your
needs and how we can help: pliant.io | hello@pliant.io

https://pliant.io/
http://pliant.io/
mailto:hello@pliant.io


Eliminate barriers between teams with a single, unified cross-technology and
cross-domain orchestration platform. 

Accomplish more in less time by eliminating manual tasks and replacing them
with predictable, reliable, and manageable automated processes. 

Pliant Orchestration Platform – Benefits

Automate time-consuming and cost-intensive business workflows. 
Incorporate and secure existing work into Pliant’s universal API-driven platform.

Lower Costs & Preserve Investments

Faster, easier, and more flexible development and deployment of
powerful, code-optional orchestrated workflows and processes.

Automate traditionally manual tasks and integrate new and existing
systems to drive more value measurably faster. 

Automate repeatable tasks with predictable, standardized
processes and error-free results.

Increase Operational Agility

Improve Experiences & Productivity

Accelerate Time-to-Value

Reduce Tool Sprawl & Eliminate Silos

Standardize Operations & Reduce Errors

Popular Use Cases

User Onboarding

Audit & RemediationCompute Provisioning

Container ProvisioningBare Metal Provisioning

Hybrid Network Configuration

ITSM Orchestration

Modernize your IT environment quickly, easily and with maximum flexibility. Simplify and streamline the orchestration
and automation of any task across technology and organizational boundaries. Build and deploy custom, automated
workflows and processes faster, easier, and with more flexibility than you ever imagined.  

Learn More about automating, integrating, and connecting your digital enterprise with the Pliant Orchestration Platform.
Our experts are ready to help. Contact our team today: pliant.io | hello@pliant.io
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